Freeze-fracture cytochemistry: review of methods.
"Freeze-fracture cytochemistry" encompasses a diversity of recently developed techniques in which freeze-fracture and cytochemistry are combined. Cytochemical labeling may, in principle, be integrated into one of three basic points in the standard freeze-fracture procedure; 1) before the specimen is frozen, 2) after it has been fractured, or 3) after it has been platinum shadowed and/or carbon coated. Visualization of the labeled cellular structures can be achieved by a variety of different methodologies. For example, the markers (usually colloidal gold particles) may be viewed embedded within a replica, or attached to it via fragments of membrane (or other cellular components). Sectioning is a central strategy in a number of techniques, either in combination with or in place of replication. The different combinations of methods that have been devised are not, for the most part, alternative ways of arriving at the same result; each provides quite distinct information about specific classes of membrane component or other structure in the cell. The purpose of this review is to present, within a single article, a systematic survey of the full range of techniques currently available in freeze-fracture cytochemistry. Emphasis is placed on explaining the principles underlying the methods and on illustrating their applications. With the success recently achieved, freeze-fracture cytochemistry has moved from the phase of experimental development to a position in which it may be expected increasingly to make significant contributions across a wide spectrum of problems in cell and membrane biology.